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Abstract. Early tuberculosis (TB) screening through chest X-rays
(CXRs) is essential for timely detection and treatment of the disease.
Previous studies have shown that texture abnormalities in CXRs can be
enhanced by bone suppression techniques, which may potentially improve
TB diagnosis performance. However, existing TB datasets with CXRs
usually lack bone-suppressed images, making it difficult to take advan-
tage of bone suppression for TB recognition. Also, existing bone suppres-
sion models are usually trained on a relatively small dual-energy subtrac-
tion (DES) dataset with CXRs, without considering the image specificity
of TB patients. To this end, we propose a bone-suppressed CXR-based
tuberculosis recognition (BCTR) framework, where diagnosis-specific
deep features are extracted and used to guide a bone suppression (BS)
model to generate bone-suppressed CXRs for TB diagnosis. Specifically,
the BCTR consists of a classification model for TB diagnosis and an
image synthesis model for bone suppression of CXRs. The classification
model is first trained on original CXRs from multiple TB datasets such
as the large-scale TBX11K. The image synthesis model is trained on a
DES dataset to produce bone-suppressed CXRs. Considering the het-
erogeneity of CXR images from the TB datasets and the DES dataset,
we proposed to extract multi-scale task-specific features from the trained
classification model and transfer them (via channel-wise addition) to the
corresponding layers in the image synthesis model to explicitly guide the
bone suppression process. With the bone-suppressed CXRs as input,
the classification model is further trained for multi-class TB diagno-
sis. Experimental results on five TB databases and a DES dataset sug-
gest that our BCTR outperforms previous state-of-the-arts in automated
tuberculosis diagnosis.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed bone-suppressed CXR-based tuberculosis recog-
nition (BCTR) framework, including two components: a classification model trained
on the public TBX11K chest X-ray dataset for TB diagnosis, and an image synthesis
model trained on a DES dataset for bone suppression of CXRs. To capture the disease
specificity in CXRs, we extract multi-scale task-specific features from the classification
model and transfer them (via channel-wise addition) to the corresponding layers in the
image synthesis model to explicitly guide the bone suppression process.

1 Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is a potentially severe infectious disease that mainly affects
the lungs. Early screening through chest X-rays (CXRs) is essential for timely
detection and treatment of the disease [1–3]. Due to various manifestations of
TB and overlapped anatomical structures over the lung areas in CXRs, it is
often challenging to correctly interpret CXRs for TB recognition.

Learning-based methods can distinguish varied manifestations of tubercu-
losis based on CXRs, and accumulating evidence supports that bone suppres-
sion helps boost recognition performance of lung diseases [4–8]. Maduskar et
al. [5] compared two machine-learning models to detect textural abnormalities
in CXRs of TB suspects, with one trained and tested on original CXRs and
another trained and tested on bone-suppressed CXRs. They found that bone
suppression of CXRs could help improve automated detection of textural abnor-
malities in CXRs. However, existing TB datasets with CXRs usually lack bone-
suppressed images, making it difficult to take advantage of bone suppression for
TB recognition. Besides, existing bone suppression models are usually trained
on a relatively small dual-energy subtraction (DES) dataset with fewer variety
of CXRs [9–12], thus ignoring the specificity of tuberculosis in CXRs from other
datasets. Recent studies have shown that modeling the disease-associated image
specificity helps improve disease detection performance [13,14]. It is intuitively
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Table 1. The information of five tuberculosis datasets with CXRs.

Dateset Category# Healthy Sick&Non-TB TB Subject # Label Type

TBX11K [15] 3 5,000 5,000 1,200 11,200 Image-level label &

Bounding box annotations

MC [16] 2 80 – 58 138 Image-level label

SH [16] 2 326 – 336 662 Image-level label

DA [17] 2 78 – 78 156 Image-level label

DB [17] 2 75 – 75 150 Image-level label

reasonable to employ bone-suppressed CXRs to improve TB diagnosis by explic-
itly modeling the image specificity of tuberculosis.

In this paper, we develop a bone-suppressed CXR-based tuberculosis recog-
nition (BCTR) framework, with its overall pipeline shown in Fig. 1(a). The
BCTR consists a classification model for TB diagnosis and an image synthesis
model for bone suppression of CXRs (see Fig. 1(b)). To explicitly capture the TB
specificity in CXRs, we proposed a feature transfer learning strategy. That is,
we extract multi-scale diagnosis-oriented (i.e., task-specific) CXR features from
the trained classification model, and transfer them to the corresponding layers in
the image synthesis model to guide the bone suppression process. Experiments
on five TB datasets and a DES dataset suggest the superiority of our BCTR
over previous state-of-the-arts in CXR-based tuberculosis recognition.

2 Materials and Method

2.1 Data and Image Pre-processing

Tuberculosis Datasets. Five public TB datasets are used in this work, includ-
ing (1) TBX11K [15], (2) Montgomery County chest X-ray set (MC) [16], (3)
Shenzhen chest X-ray set (SH) [16], (4) DA [17], and (5) DB [17]. The TBX11K is
a large-scale and newly initiated dataset, consisting of 11, 200 X-rays from three
categories (i.e., 5, 000 healthy cases, 5, 000 sick but non-TB cases, and 1, 200
cases with manifestations of TB). Each X-ray scan is corresponding to a specific
subject in TBX11K. The TBX11K dataset has not only image-level labels for
TB diagnosis but also bounding box annotations for TB detection. The MC,
SH, DA and DB datasets contain only two categories (i.e., TB and non-TB).
We used a total of 12, 278 CXRs from these five TB chest X-ray datasets in the
experiments. The information of these five TB dataset is summarized in Table 1.

DES Dataset. The private DES dataset contains 504 subjects, and each subject
is represented by a triplet, i.e., a CXR, a DES bone image, and a DES soft-tissue
image. These images were acquired by using a digital radiography (DR) machine
with a two-exposure DES unit (Discovery XR 656, GE Healthcare) at a local
hospital. Each image was stored in the DICOM format with a 14-bit depth. The
size of each image ranges from 1, 800 × 1, 800 to 2, 022 × 2, 022 pixels, and the
spatial resolution ranges from 0.1931 × 0.1931mm2 to 0.1943 × 0.1943mm2.
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Image Pre-processing. All X-ray images from five public TB datasets are
resized to 512 × 512 with the intensity range of [0, 255]. For the private DES
dataset, we first normalize each conventional CXR (denoted as I) in the DES
dataset according to their corresponding window width (ww) and window
level(wl), satisfying I = 2I−(2ww−wl)

2wl × 255. Accordingly, each bone image B
is scaled to B = B/wl × 255. Besides, we automatically segment the lung areas
in CXRs, and manual labelled the motion artifact areas in bone images to gen-
erate a weighted mask M for each CXR image. This helps mitigate the effect
of the areas outside lung and motion artifacts. In a mask M, the areas outside
lung are set to 0.25, the motion artifact areas are set to 0, and the remaining
valid areas are set to 1.

2.2 Proposed Method

Overall Pipeline. The proposed BCTR framework aims to classify each bone-
suppressed CXR image into three categories, i.e., healthy, sick but non-TB and
TB. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the TB recognition pipeline through BCTR consists
of two sequential steps. In the first step, the to-be-tested CXR is fed into a
image synthesis model (trained on a DES dataset) to generate a bone-suppressed
image. In the second step, the bone-suppressed CXR is fed into a multi-class
classification model (trained on the TBX11K dataset and four small TB datasets)
to predict whether it belongs to the category of healthy, sick but non-TB or TB.
Two unique strategies are developed in the BCTR to improve TB recognition,
including a bone suppression strategy and a task-specific feature transfer scheme.

Network Architecture. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the proposed network consists
of two models, i.e., (1) a classification network for TB diagnosis and (2) an
image synthesis network (guided by diagnosis-oriented features generated from
the classification model) for bone suppression of the original CXR images.

(1) Classification Network. We employ the ResNet18 [18] as the classification
network because it is a shallow network and is easy to be trained from scratch.
The loss function of the classification network is a cross-entropy loss to calculate
the difference between the estimated multi-class probability scores and the true
category label, which is formulated as follows

Lp(q) = −
N∑

i=1

yi log(p(i)), (1)

where N is the number of classes (N = 3 in this work), and pi and yi is the esti-
mated and real probabilities of the input q belonging to the class i, respectively.
This network also produces multi-scale CXR features, i.e., f1, f2, f3 and f4 that
are diagnosis-oriented.

We train this network twice. The first training is based on original CXRs
from TBX11K and four small TB datasets, to provide diagnosis-oriented CXR
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features. The second is trained on the bone-suppressed CXRs generated by the
image synthesis network from scratch for TB recognition.

(2) Image Synthesis Network. We develop an image synthesis network
for bone suppression guided by diagnosis-oriented CXR features. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), given a single CXR I as input, this network outputs a synthesized bone
image B∗ (corresponding to the ground-truth bone image B). Based on I and
B∗, one can obtain the bone-suppressed/soft-tissue image. A UNet architecture
is used in our image synthesis network, which consists of an encoder part, a
decoder part and several skip connections to bridge the information between the
encoder and the decoder [19]. There are six convolutional layers in the encoder
part, with a max pooling operation followed by each convolutonal layer. The
channel numbers of the six convolutional layers are 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512,
respectively. All the convolution kernels are 3×3 with the stride of 1. The decoder
remains symmetric with the encoder, containing five deconvolutional layers and
an output convolutional layer. Five skip connections are used to connect the
corresponding layers between the encoder and the decoder.

Multi-scale Feature Transfer. To generate diagnosis-oriented images, we
propose to feed CXRs from the DES dataset to the trained classification network
to generate multi-scale features (i.e., f1, f2, f3 and f4). Then, a multi-scale feature
transfer learning strategy is developed to use these features to train the image
synthesis network for bone suppression of CXRs. The channel number of the
last four convolutional layers in the encoder part of the image synthesis network
is consistent with that of the output feature maps from the four residual layers
of the classification network. In this way, these diagnosis-oriented CXR features
can be explicitly transferred to the image synthesis network (via channel-wise
addition) to guide the image synthesis process.

When training the image synthesis network, we aim to minimize the l1 dis-
tance between the synthesized bone image G(x) and the corresponding ground-
truth bone image b in both intensity and gradient domains, to encourage G(x)
to be pixel-wise close to b. This loss is mathematically formulated as follows

L(x, f1, f2, f3, f4) =Ex∼p(X),b∼p(B)‖G(x) − b‖1
+ Ex∼p(X),b∼p(B)‖ �1,G(x) − �1,b ‖1
+ Ex∼p(X),b∼p(B)‖ �2,G(x) − �2,b ‖1,

(2)

where x is the input CXR, �1,G(x) and �2,G(x) are the gradients of the predicted
bone image in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and �1,b and �2,b

are the gradients of the ground-truth bone image. Besides, we focus on computing
the losses within the lung areas and mask the regions with motion artifacts out
by using the mask M. Accordingly, the loss function of the proposed image
synthesis network is finally formulated as follows

Lsyn = L(x, f1, f2, f3, f4) ⊗ M. (3)
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Table 2. Recognition results (%) of different methods on the test data from five TB
datasets. The term “Pretrained?” indicates whether a model(except BCTR-3) is pre-
trained on ImageNet. In the BCTR-3, the classification network pretrained on CXRs
is finetuned on the bone-suppressed images produced by the image synthesis network.
“BS CXR” indicates bone-suppressed CXR.

Method Pretrained? Input ACC AUC SEN SPE AP AR

SSD [20] Yes CXR 84.7 93.0 78.1 89.4 82.1 83.8

RetinaNet [21] Yes CXR 87.4 91.8 81.6 89.8 84.8 86.8

Faster R-CNN [22] Yes CXR 89.7 93.6 91.2 89.9 87.7 90.5

FCOS [23] Yes CXR 88.9 92.4 87.3 89.9 86.6 89.2

SSD [20] No CXR 88.2 93.8 88.4 89.5 86.0 88.6

RetinaNet [21] No CXR 79.0 87.4 60.0 90.7 75.9 75.8

Faster R-CNN [22] No CXR 81.3 89.7 72.5 87.3 78.5 79.9

DenseNet121 [24] No CXR 85.7 94.5 82.7 91.5 84.4 86.0

BCTR-1 No CXR 89.3 94.7 70.6 95.6 87.4 86.4

BCTR-2 No BS CXR 89.4 95.5 69.6 95.8 87.6 86.1

BCTR-3 Yes BS CXR 89.0 96.4 71.4 96.0 87.4 86.2

BCTR (Ours) No BS CXR 90.8 96.6 73.6 96.8 89.6 88.1

Implementation. At the training stage, two networks are trained as follows.
First, the classification network was trained on the TBX11K and four small

TB datasets for 24 epochs, with the batch size of 64. An SGD optimizer with a
momentum of 0.9 was used, and the learning rate was 0.01 for the first 12 epochs
and 0.001 for the last 12 epochs.

Then, the image synthesis network was trained on our DES dataset, where
the batch size and epoch were set to 1 and 250, respectively. The Adam optimizer
was used with the learning rate of 0.001. During training the image synthesis
network, the input CXR was also fed into the trained classification network
to obtain the multi-scale diagnosis-oriented features, and then the multi-scale
diagnosis-oriented features were introduced into the image synthesis network to
guide the training process.

Finally, the CXRs from the TB training datasets were input into the trained
the image synthesis model to obtain the corresponding bone-suppressed soft-
tissue images. Then, the classification network was trained again based on these
bone-suppressed images. All the networks were implemented based on Pytorch
and trained on a workbench equipped with a TITANX with 12G memory.

3 Experiments

Experimental Setup. In the first group of experiments, we evaluate the tuber-
culosis diagnosis performance of the proposed BCTR and several competing
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Fig. 2. Visual results of the proposed image synthesis model for bone suppression on
different TB datasets.

methods. Six metrics are used to evaluate the performance of TB recognition,
including ACC (accuracy), AUC (of TB), SEN (sensitivity), SPE (specificity),
AP (average precision), and AR (average recall) [15].

We first compared our BCTR with four state-of-the-art methods that perform
simultaneous TB diagnosis and TB area detection, including (1) SSD [20], (2)
RetinaNet [21] and (3) Faster R-CNN [22] trained from scratch, as well
as their counterparts pretrained on ImageNet and (4) FCOS [23] that is also
pretrained on ImageNet. The backbone model of SSD uses VGGNet-16, while
the backbone models of RetinaNet, Faster R-CNN and FCOS use ResNet50
with feature pyramid FPN (i.e., ResNet50 w/FPN). The classification results of
those benchmark methods are reported in [15]. We also compared with another
popular classification model, such as DenseNet121 [24]. For a fair comparison,
we used the same data split strategy and evaluation metrics as in [15] for five
TB datasets. For the private DES dataset, we randomly selected 404, 50 and 50
cases as the training set, validation set and test set, respectively.

Two strategies are used in our BCTR method to improve TB recognition,
including bone suppression and task-specific feature transfer. To validate their
effectiveness, we also perform ablation experiments by comparing our BCTR
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with its three variants: (1) BCTR-1 that uses the ResNet18 architecture but
without bone suppression and task-specific feature transfer, (2) BCTR-2 that
uses a ResNet18+UNet with bone suppression but without task-specific feature
transfer, and (3) BCTR-3 that finetunes the classification network using the
bone-suppressed images instead of “train from scratch” as we do in BCTR.

In the second group of experiments, we evaluate the bone suppression per-
formance of our image synthesis network, and show the visual results on five TB
datasets and the quantitative results on the private DES dataset. Two metrics
are used to measure the quality of synthetic bone-suppressed images, including
PSNR and SSIM [25].

Evaluation of Tuberculosis Recognition. Table 2 summarizes the results of
different methods in tuberculosis recognition. The following observations can be
drawn from Table 2. First, the proposed BCTR produces the best ACC, AUC,
SPE and AP results among ten competing methods, validating its effectiveness
in TB recognition. Second, compared with Faster R-CNN, our method achieves
relatively lower SEN and AR results. This may be due to the imbalanced number
of samples in the training set (with fewer TB subjects). On the other hand, the
Faster R-CNN performs simultaneous classification and TB detection, which may
also help improve sensitivity. Besides, our BCTR yields consistently better clas-
sification performance, compared with its two variants BCTR-1 (without bone
suppression and without any guidance), BCTR-2 (with bone suppression but
without any guidance). This implies that the two strategies (i.e., bone suppres-
sion and task-specific feature transfer) used in the proposed BCTR framework
are beneficial for CXR-based tuberculosis recognition. In addition, the BCTR
also achieves better results compared to BCTR-3 that finetunes the classification
network in the second training process. This implies that using bone-suppressed
CXRs to finetune a classification network pretrained on CXRs may not produce
good results, which is different from previous findings that finetunning usually
improves the classification performance [26]. This may be due to the significant
heterogeneity between CXRs and bone-suppressed CXRs.

Evaluation of Synthetic Bone-Suppressed Images. In this work, we
employ an image synthesis network to generate bone-suppressed CXRs for TB
recognition. Therefore, the quality of those synthetic bone-suppressed CXRs
is essential for the recognition performance. We now evaluate the performance
of the proposed image synthesis network (trained on the private DES train-
ing data), by applying it to the six datasets to quantitatively and qualitatively
evaluate its bone suppression performance.

On the DES test set, our image synthesis model achieves the quantitative
results on the generated bone-suppressed CXR images, i.e., with an SSIM of
0.950 and a PSNR of 34.8 dB. Since there is no gold standard bone-suppressed
image for the five tuberculosis datasets, we simply show the original CXR scans
and their corresponding synthetic bone-suppressed CXRs of a healthy subject
and a TB patient in Fig. 2 for the qualitative evaluation. As shown in Fig. 2,
our model achieves reasonable bone suppression results on images from different
categories, with good generalization performance. Figure 2 also suggests that the
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generated bone-suppressed images are somewhat blurred. The possible reason is
that the image synthesis network only uses the basic UNet architecture, and may
not have strong ability to capture high-frequency information of images.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a BCTR method for CXR-based tuberculosis
recognition. We proposed to take advantage of the bone suppression technique to
enhance the texture abnormalities in CXRs, and utilize task-specific features to
guide the bone suppression network to generate bone-suppressed CXRs for TB
diagnosis. Experimental results on multiple TB datasets demonstrate that our
BCTR is superior to previous state-of-the-art methods for tuberculosis diagnosis,
and also can generate reasonable bone-suppressed images.

In the current work, we initially verified the effectiveness of using bone sup-
pression (with a UNet architecture) to identify TB patients. It’s desired to
develop more advanced image synthesis networks to improve the quality of bone-
suppressed CXRs, which will be our future work. Besides, the task-specific fea-
tures are simply transferred to the image synthesis network via channel-wise
addition. In the future, we will design smarter knowledge transfer strategies to
further improve the performance of tuberculosis recognition.
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